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Abstract1

Laser ablation of the hippocampus offers medically refractory epilepsy patients an2

alternative to invasive surgeries. Emerging commercial solutions deliver the ablator3

through a burr hole in the back of the head. We recently introduced a new access4

path through the foremen ovale, using a helical needle, which minimizes the amount5

of healthy brain tissue the needle must pass through on its way to the hippocam-6

pus, and also enables the needle to follow the medial axis of the hippocampus more7

closely. In this paper, we investigate whether helical needles should be designed and8

fabricated on a patient-specific basis as we had previously proposed, or whether a9

small collection of pre-defined needle shapes can apply across many patients. We10

propose a new optimization strategy to determine this needle set using patient data,11

and investigate the accuracy with which these needles can reach the the medial axis12

of the hippocampus. We find that three basic tube shapes (mirrored as necessary for13

left vs right hippocampi) are all that is required, across 20 patient datasets (obtained14

from 10 patient CT scans), to reduce worst-case maximum error below 2 mm.15

keywords: Steerable Needles, Concentric Tube Robots, Minimally-Invasive Surgery,16

Robotic Surgery, Optimization.17
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1 Introduction18

Epilepsy affects more than 50 Million people worldwide9,26. Doctors typically attempt19

treatment with medicaltions, but these have side effects and do not control seizures for20

many patients18. An alternative is surgical removal of tissue in the temporal lobe, which21

offers seizure-free rates from 70%-80%16,21. The tissue removed for most patients is the22

hippocampus since this is where seizures originate for the majority of patients. However,23

this procedure is also highly invasive and is thus currently considered a last resort and is24

underutilized, considering its potentially curative outcomes8,25. To provide a less-invasive,25

yet still potentially curative, alternative to open surgery, needle-based laser ablation sys-26

tems have recently been developed7,15,27, leveraging MRI guidance and thermometry.27

However, seizure-free rates are currently lower for laser ablation (64.3%19) than for28

surgical approaches (70%-80%16,21). One reason surgeons hypothesize that this hap-29

pens is that less tissue is treated in laser ablation procedures, because a straight needle30

cannot follow the curved shape of the hippocampus, and thereby ablate all of the hip-31

pocampus. To address this, and provide a means to eventually conduct future clinical32

experiments to test this hypothesis, we previously proposed a robotically-actuated heli-33

cal needle to carry the laser fiber to and along the hippocampus11. We then proposed34

a way to reduce invasiveness further by entering the brain through the patient’s cheek35

via the foremen ovale (where recording electrodes are often delivered), which eliminates36

the burr hole, and reduces the amount of healthy brain tissue through which the needle37

must pass5 (Fig. 1, left). In each of the above studies, we used a helical concentric tube38

robot22 that will carry a laser fiber within its inner lumen. The needle is inserted using an39

MRI-compatible robotic system with pneumatic stepper actuation4,6.40

We previously investigated whether a patient-specific helical tube can be designed5
41

based on each individual’s anatomy, an approach made possible by the ability to rapidly42

shape-set nitinol into a desired curve12. However, for simplicity and more rapid clinical43

workflow, it is preferable to have pre-shaped tubes, if this is possible. Thus, in this pa-44
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Figure 1: Steerable needle within the hippocampus (green). Also showing the coordinate system
and the actuation angles of the docking tube that can be rotated about the x- and y- axis (left).
Concentric tube needle for tranforamenal hippocampotomy consisting of a straight docking tube,
a helically curved tube, and an ablation probe (right) (reprinted from5, © 2016, by permission of
Oxford University Press).

per, we investigate the question of whether a small number of pre-defined tube shapes45

can apply across many patients. Our framework consists of a nested optimization which46

selects tube design parameters while determining the best insertion vector and rotational47

angle of insertion for each patient, based on that patient’s anatomical constraints. Ours is48

not the first work to study numerical optimization of concentric tube (see e.g.1,2,3,14). While49

there exists work on helical concentric tube robots in the context of follow-the-leader mo-50

tion and kinematic modeling10,11,23,24, there has only been one prior paper considering the51

optimization of helical tubes for a medical application13. In that work, they were applied in52

a very different context, i.e. to deliver a cochlear implant into a liquid-filled chamber, rather53

than to serve as a curved needle traveling through soft tissue.54

2 Materials and Methods55

2.1 Transforamenal Needle Ablation Concept56

Our concept for MRI-guided thermal ablation of the hippocampus is as shown in Figs. 157

and 2 (see also4,5,6), and is briefly reviewed in this section. The needle itself is composed58

of a docking tube (a 14-gauge needle, a size typically available in trigeminal rhizotomy kits)59
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Figure 2: System overview with patient lying on cart within MR scanner while the robot actuation
unit is placed securely over the patient such that the needle can enter through the cheek to perform
transforamenal hippocampotomy (reprinted from5, © 2016, by permission of Oxford University
Press).

and a helical concentric tube, which is robotically actuated, see Fig. 1. The docking tube is60

manually placed by a neurosurgeon under fluoroscopic guidance up to the foramen ovale,61

before the patient is transferred into the MRI scanner. Once the patient is in the scanner,62

the concentric tube robot, composed of a superelastic helically precurved tube and the63

laser ablator, is inserted through the docking tube. It is then robotically inserted, under64

MRI guidance through the brain and into the hippocampus, under physician supervision.65

Ablation is then conducted using MRI thermometry, and can be conducted at multiple66

points along the medial axis of the hippocampus, as desired by the physician.67

2.2 Patient Image Dataset and Processing68

For our medical image dataset, we performed a retrospective study with exemption ap-69

proval from the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board, collecting dual computed70

tomography (CT) and MRI (from a 3T Philips scanner) volumes, which were obtained and71

deidentified. Image sets for 10 patients were selected solely on the basis of whether a72

sufficient volume of mandible and maxillary bone were included in the scan. This was to73

ensure adequate information to inform the design of cannula orientation angles for can-74

nulation of the foramen ovale. No prior indication as to whether the hippocampus would75
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Figure 3: Segmented skull, hippocampi (green), and foramen ovale (yellow). Fiducials (red) are
placed on the skull surface to mark critical bone structures.

be convenient to reach through the foramen ovale influenced patient selection. Note that76

this was the same dataset used in5. The left and right hippocampi were considered for77

each patient case, producing 20 different insertion cases. To optimize the design and78

actuation-specific parameters of the steerable needle for each patient, we processed the79

images as follows.80

First, the skull was segmented with a threshold from CT images using 3D Slicer81

(www.slicer.org) while the hippocampi and foramen ovale were manually segmented, with82

guidance from an experienced neurosurgeon, using MRI and CT images that had been83

co-registered using the slicer BRAINSFit module17. Fig. 3, shows the segmented struc-84

tures including the skull (gray) and the foramen ovale (yellow). To define the target path85

within the hippocampus, we determined the medial axis of each of the 20 hippocampi86

using a skeletonization algorithm20.87

We then specified constraints for the left and right side for each patient case by manu-88

ally segmenting bone structures on the skull that constrain the maximum angles through89

which the docking tube can tilt (see Fig. 3). We further defined the initial trajectory to-90

wards the hippocampus as the vector between the centerpoint of the foramen ovale and91

the centroid of the bone constraints (red spheres in Fig. 3). The segmented volumes, the92

medial axes, the patient-specific constraints, and the trajectories for each patient case are93
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then input into the optimization algorithm.94

2.3 Optimizing Sets of Tubes95

The path of the curved tube and the ablator is defined by their overall length L, which96

is the distance along the helical and the straight curve past the end of the docking tube.97

Additionally, the helical tube is defined by the helical precurvature κ and torsion τ , which98

can be determined using the radius r and pitch p of the helix. The inner and outer helical99

tube diameter are 0.97 mm and 1.14 mm, while the diameter of the ablator is 0.79 mm.100

The actuation parameters of the concentric tube needle are the translation of the helical101

tube `2 and the ablation probe `1. The helical tube can be rotated by an angle ψ and the102

docking tube can be actuated to tilt (while keeping its tip at the foremen ovale) within the103

anatomical constraints by angles φ and γ around the x and y axes.104

The aim of this optimization is to determine an optimal set of tubes to treat multiple105

patients. The optimization framework is depicted in Fig. 4 and design as well as actuation106

parameters are shown in Fig. 5, left. Input to the optimization are the patient datasets m,107

the constraints to the optimization problem, and the number of helical tubes n. The patient108

datasets are represented as segmented data (including the hippocampus and skull), and109

further inputs are the medial axis and the trajectory through the foramen ovale.110

This optimization is formulated as a nested optimization with two separate optimiza-111

tions satisfying two different objective functions. The outer optimization loop is the tube112

design optimization, which determines an optimal helical tube with curvature κ and torsion113

τ that best fits multiple patients m. The inner loop determines the actuation parameters114

specific to each patient, which consist of the rotation angle ψ of the helical tube, as well115

as the tilt of the docking tube (within anatomical constraints) defined by φ and γ. Outputs116

of this optimization are all of the above parameters, as well as error metrics f1 and f2117

described below.118
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Figure 4: Optimization workflow consisting of prealloaction, optimization, and output. Inputs to the
optimization are the patient datasets, constraints, and number of tubes. Output are the optimized
parameters and error metrics.

2.3.1 Tube Design119

Here, the aim is to determine a helical tube that can be optimally placed along the medial120

axis of the hippocampi of multiple patient datasets m. As the helical tube and straight121

ablation probe can move in a follow-the-leader fashion, we only optimize the most distal122

placement of the tube within the hippocampi for ablation and assume that the helical tube123

and ablator can then be actuated along the medial axis for ablation. This optimization124

problem is defined as125

minimize y2 = f2n(x2) = max([f11 , ..., f1m ]) , (1)

where f2 is the objective function and x2 is the parameter or decision vector. x2 = [κ, τ ]126

with κ being the curvature and τ the torsion of the helical tube. Here, f2 represents127

the maximum of objective function f1 over all patients m for a single tube n. See the128

results section for a discussion of the specific functions in Matlab used to implement this129

optimization algorithm.130
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2.3.2 Patient-Specific Actuation131

The patient-specific actuation optimization determines the optimal placement of the abla-132

tor and helical tube with a set curvature and torsion for a single patient. This optimization133

problem is defined as134

minimize y1 = f1(x1) =
( 1

N

N∑
j=1

|q∗
j − qj|

)
, (2)

where f1 describes the deviation of the helical tube and ablation probe from the medial135

axis of the hippocampus of a single patient dataset. To determine this deviation, we136

convert the medial axis g∗ and distal part of the backbone g (with the same length as the137

medial axis) into curves with the same number N of equidistant spaced points q∗
j and qj,138

with j = [1, ..., N ]. This deviation can be depicted in Fig. 5, right. x1 = [`1, `2, ψ, φ, γ] with139

`1 and `2 being the extended lengths of the ablator and the helical tube, ψ is the rotation140

of the helical tube, and φ and γ are the rotation angles about the x- and y-axis.

Figure 5: Design parameters including the curvature κ and torsion τ of the helical needle and
actuation parameters, which are the actuation lengths `1 and `2 as well as angles φ, ψ, and γ (left).
Deviation between the medial axis of the hippocampus g∗ and the backbone curve g representing
objective function f1 (right).

141
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3 Results142

3.1 Patient-Specific Tube Optimization143

We first optimized the tube design on a patient-specific basis for later comparison. This144

means that for each patient case, the helical tube curvature and torsion were optimized,145

as well as the actuation parameters using our proposed framework.146

Fig. 6 shows the result of the patient-specific optimization for all 10 patients and left147

and right hippocampi, where each hippocampus is treated with a different helical tube148

and actuation parameters, as well as the curvature and torsion of the helical tubes, and149

the mean errors in mm between the medial axis and the backbone for all left and right150

hippocampi respectively. The maximum mean error over all patients is 1.96 mm. Note,151

that the torsion of the helical tube for the right side differs in algebraic sign compared to152

the left side and the right side is mirrored here for comparison.153

To solve the optimization problem, we implemented the algorithm in Matlab to solve154

the outer and inner optimization respectively. The inner optimization optimizes patient-155

specific actuation parameters subject to several constraints, which were implemented156

using matlab’s fmincon function. For the outer optimization, we performed unconstrained157

optimization using fminsearch. No constraints were implemented in this outer optimiza-158

tion, but the maximum curvature limit of the helical tube (defined by the material strain159

limit of nitinol) was also never violated, simply because the application does not require160

curvatures higher than the material can bear.161

3.2 Data Clustering162

Since the aim of the optimization is to find an optimal number of a set of tubes n to treat163

multiple patients m, we created patient clusters, which are then input into the tube set164

optimization. The observations used for the patient clustering are the curvature κ and165

torsion τ of the helical tube. Input to the cluster analysis are the results of the patient-166
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Figure 6: Patient-specific optimization results with mean error in mm, curvature in 1/m, and torsion
in m/rad for all 10 patients. Right side is mirrored.

specific tube optimization. Based on the results of the patient-specific optimization, we167

then used k-means clustering in Matlab to generate n = [2, 3, 4] clusters. This algorithm168

partitions a number of observations into k = n clusters, where each observation belongs169

to the cluster with the nearest mean. k-means clustering in Matlab uses a two-phase170

iterative algorithm to minimize the sum of point-to-centroid distances, summed over all171

clusters. We set the number of iterations to 100 and the number of replicates to 10.172

Based on these patient clusters, we subdivided the patients into different groups based173

on their similarities in torsion and curvature of the helical tube.174
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3.3 Optimization of Sets of Tubes175

We then executed the optimization algorithm for n = [1, 2, 3, 4] clusters. This means that176

the algorithm optimized for 1, 2, 3, and 4 helical tubes to treat the left and right hippocampi177

of all patients. Box plots of the mean error for the left and right side for different number of178

helical tubes are shown in Fig. 7, left and middle. For reference, we also show the mean179

error for 10 patient-specific tubes.180

We also ran the algorithm for all patient cases and assumed that the torsion of the181

helical tube changes sign depending on whether it is used for the left or right side. Box182

plots of the mean error over all patients for different number of helical tubes are shown183

in Fig. 7, right. Note, that the optimization minimizes the maximum deviation over all184

patients. Therefore, the maximum error decreases with more tubes. One can see from185

the plots that use of three tubes brings the worst case error down to approximately 2 mm,186

and no large error reductions occur when one uses more tubes.187

The curvature and torsion for the different optimized helical tubes for left and right188

hippocampi are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, and for all hippocampi in Table 3. One can189

see that distinctive tube shapes emerge from this optimization, as a result of anatomical190

differences among patients. Fig. 8 shows an example cluster for the left side, where one191

single tube design is inserted into the hippocampus of 5 patients with different anatomy.192

In all cases the maximum error between the medial axis and the needle was less than193

2 mm. The helical tube curvature is the same and only the actuation is different to treat194

these patients. Notice that the extended lengths of the helical tube and the ablator vary.195

4 Discussion196

Using our nested optimization approach, we were able to optimize patient-specific tubes197

that resulted in an overall mean error of less than 2 mm. We hypothesize that this level198

of error will be shown in future clinical studies to yield excellent conformal ablations that199

are far superior to those achieved through a single placement of a straight needle from200
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Figure 7: Box plots of the mean error (in mm) for left and right hippocampi (left and middle), and
for all patients (right).

the back of the head, which is the current standard of care. Considering the results for201

both the left and right hippocampi, we conclude that we only need three helical tubes (six202

tubes in total for left and right side) across all patient datasets.203

In the future we plan to consider more patient cases to determine whether 20 hip-204

pocampi from 10 patients covers all relevant anatomical variation. Further, we plan to205

fabricate the optimized helical tubes and conduct experiments using phantoms of the206

skull and hippocampus (and eventually cadavers), to investigate the feasibility of our nee-207

dle system and optimized designs. It will also be useful, in future studies, to evaluate the208

effects of registration error, and small mechanical uncertainties that may be present in the209

system to determine how accurately, in practice, the helical tubes designed in this paper210

can reach intended physical locations. In conclusion, this article presented a new method211

to optimize helically precurved tubes. We have shown in simulation that our proposed212

steerable needle system could treat various patients with a small set of tubes, paving the213

way for a new method to treat seizure disorders.214
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Table 1: Curvature and torsion for 1, 2, 3, and 4 helical tubes to treat all left hippocampi.

Left Hippocampi
No Curvature in m−1 Torsion in m−1

1 Tube 1 45.56 100.00

2 Tubes 1 45.60 91.37
2 37.50 117.50

3 Tubes
1 45.60 91.37
2 51.46 110.97
3 42.56 94.58

4 Tubes

1 45.56 85.56
2 51.46 110.97
3 42.56 94.58
4 46.67 88.89

Table 2: Curvature and torsion for 1, 2, 3, and 4 helical tubes to treat all right hippocampi.

Right Hippocampi
No Curvature in m−1 Torsion in m−1

1 Tube 1 44.44 -91.11

2 Tubes 1 43.71 -92.88
2 32.89 -109.16

3 Tubes
1 43.71 -92.88
2 33.41 -108.61
3 43.39 -92.77

4 Tubes

1 47.02 -95.86
2 33.41 -108.61
3 47.51 -88.59
4 43.39 -92.77

Table 3: Curvature and torsion for 1, 2, 3, and 4 helical tubes to treat all hippocampi.

All Hippocampi
No Curvature in m−1 Torsion in m−1

1 Tube 1 46.11 ±93.89

2 Tubes 1 45.85 ±90.15
2 33.82 ±104.17

3 Tubes
1 45.85 ±90.15
2 31.32 ±117.67
3 51.46 ±110.97

4 Tubes

1 44.45 ±88.88
2 30.02 ±118.53
3 51.46 ±110.97
4 44.02 ±86.97
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Figure 8: Example cluster. Here a single helical tube can satisfy all 5 hippocampi, where the
helical tube curvature and torsion are the same and only actuation varies.
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